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Gail Labrosse
 Beauty or Beast?

ypress spurge (Euphorbia cyparissias), is a perennial that reproduces by seeds and running roots
(rhizomes), it grows from 10 cm to 60 cm in height
and prefers full sunlight but tolerates shade. Its
flowers are yellow/green, turning slightly red/green
when mature, and the leaves are long and narrow.
When broken, the leaves and stems have a toxic
milky sap or latex.
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Introduced to North America from Eurasia in the
1860s as an ornamental perennial, by 1880 spurge
had escaped from cultured gardens and colonies
had established in natural areas around Ottawa.
Spurge is toxic to grazing cattle and horses. In humans, contact with the milky sap causes a rash.
Cypress spurge is considered an invasive weed in
Ontario but is also an invasive ornamental that is
often grown in gardens and can still be found for
sale at nurseries.
If you find cypress spurge is too aggressive in your
lawn or garden here are a few tips on how to successfully remove it. But exercise caution, wear protective gear when mowing or digging out spurge so
that the sap does not come in contact with exposed
skin.
Gaining control of an aggressive plant requires removal of the whole plant – leaves, stems, seeds and

Cypress spurge
Adair Heuchan
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roots, even tiny root pieces. The best time to remove invasive plants is before the new seeds develop. So spring is the best time to begin. All debris
generated should be discarded in city curbside pickup. Do not compost. The next step is to block
light and air from the bare patch you created by
completely covering the entire area with 10 layers of
newspaper, then a layer of heavy-duty black plastic,
and topping off with stones, bricks or a thick layer of
compost to secure it against wind damage. These
layers will smother live roots, seeds and stems that
you may have left behind. In a few months lift a corner to see if any new plant growth is visible. It’s not
unusual to see some signs of growth around the
outer edges. Remove all new shots and re-cover
the area. When you feel sure all the spurge is dead,
remove the layers. Don’t leave this bare patch as
an invitation to weeds. Plant new grass sod as a
ground cover until you decide if you want to plant
something else. 

Compiled by Amanda Carrigan and Ann McQuillan
aster Gardeners answer questions from the helpline.
I put a potted spider plant outside for the summer, and it grew into a huge mother plant with lots
of babies. I would like to bring it back indoors but I
have no sunny or bright location to put it in. Will it
survive over the winter months in a darker location?

Spider plants will take low light, but will be happier
near a window. Even a north-facing window should
have lots of light reflecting from the snow in winter.

I believe my croton plant has spider mites. How do
I solve this problem?
There are different things you can try. Whatever
method(s) you use, monitor the plant and repeat
treatment every two weeks until there are no signs
of the mites. Be sure to isolate your croton from
your other houseplants in the meantime:
 Try washing the mites off by putting the plant in

the shower
 Spray the plant all over twice a week with a mixture of insecticidal soap and water (1 tsp (5 mL)
soap to 1 litre of water)
 Make a 50/50 mix of isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol
and water, and with a cotton ball or clean soft
rag, use it to gently wipe both sides of the plant’s
leaves and stems. 

Cypress spurge roots
Adair Heuchan

Tip: Wash plant-pots and trays, clean garden
tools, sharpen spades, edgers, hoes, shears,
secateurs and other blades, coat with oil before
storing for winter.
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Claire McCaughey
any gardeners like to experiment with growing
the occasional unusual plant and this is a great way
to learn about an unfamiliar plant, observe how it
grows and get a better understanding of the challenges of growing different foods.

Chia, Salvia hispanica, plant
Claire McCaughey

At the beginning of the pandemic in the spring, I
spent more time than usual thinking about growing
different food plants. At one point, seeds were also
in short supply, so I thought I would try an experiment planting seeds from my pantry. I had a bag of
chia seeds (for morning smoothies and for baking)
that seemed like a good choice as even a small
crop would be usable for cooking. I was also interested in chia because I had seen it growing in the
Arizona desert during a winter trip. And so, the chia
-growing experiment began.
Chia is probably familiar to some because of the
“Chia pet” novelty first popular in the eighties (the
“pets” were terracotta figurines with chia seeds embedded which when moistened grew to resemble
animal hair). To others, chia is now known because
of the recent recognition of the seeds as having remarkably high nutritional value, with a significant
amount of protein and Omega-3 oils.
The chia adventure
I sowed the seeds in my vegetable garden in late
May. I knew that chia was an annual plant in the
Mint family (Lamiaceae) and because I had seen it
in the desert, I was already familiar with its botanical name – Salvia columbiae. I also knew it was
not hardy and anticipated that my seeds would produce a small plant (about 30 cm like the one I had
already seen in the Arizona desert). However, to
my surprise, those seeds quickly produced almost
two-metre-tall leafy plants – not what I was expecting!

Chia, Salvia hispanica, bud
Claire McCaughey

What did I learn? First, it is challenging to grow
foods not suited to our climate. It took until midOctober (with no frost yet in my garden) before the
plants even produced flower buds. I now under3

stand that chia is a very long-season plant requiring
six or seven months to produce seeds; my seeds
would need to be started very early indoors to flower
and might not ever produce seeds in our climate.

you can buy in the health food store and which were
likely an important source of nutrition for the Aztecs.
Next time I experiment I will do more research on
the plant and not make assumptions!

Second, I thought that there was only one type of
chia with two alternative botanical names. I did not
realize there are two different edible species until
after sowing the seeds and seeing that I had a huge
plant. The salvia I had previously seen was Salvia
columbiae (desert chia), a low-growing food plant
found in deserts across the SW United States. The
tall species of chia is Salvia hispanica (Mexican
chia) and it is this plant that is the source of seeds

What is your garden experiment for 2021?
I have certainly learned a lot from reading about others’ gardening experiments. Their experiences have
encouraged me to experiment too and I learned
some things from trying to grow chia. I hope you will
start thinking about your possible garden experiment
as you start planning your garden and ordering
seeds for the 2021 season. 

Claire McCaughey

Cacti, succulents and leafy houseplants at the plant store
Claire McCaughey
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ow that the outdoor gardening season has drawn

to a close with the first frost behind us, many gardeners have turned their attention to indoor plants.
Some houseplants have spent the summer outdoors
(where they often perk up and put on lots of new
growth). Others stay indoors all year round on a
windowsill, dining room table or, these days, a workfrom-home desk.
I borrowed the term “green roommates” from Tovah
Martin, whose excellent book, The Indestructible
Houseplant (Timber Press 2015), provides useful
information on selecting houseplants and profiles
two hundred houseplants. She notes that “Linking
up with the right houseplant is a lot like finding
someone compatible to share your life”.
Easy Green Roommates
Of the many plants that Martin mentions in her book
a handful are favourites of mine because they are
easy to grow, have interesting shapes and characteristics, and have been - dare I say? – unkillable.
The houseplants I mention have all spent the summer outdoors, have survived in the relatively low
light in most of my house, and have coped with
some neglect when I travel. All have survived and
even thrived for many years

One example is Sansevieria (aka snake plant or
mother-in-law’s tongue) which was once considered
boring and old-fashioned but has become one of
the most popular houseplants with many cultivars
now available. Sansevieria cylindrica, and its cultivar ‘Boncel’ (also called starfish sansevieria), has a
beautiful shape and is easy to grow in almost any
location in the house, tolerating lower light. There
are many Sansevierias of different sizes and leaf
shapes, as well as different markings and shades of
green.
Another plant that works well in lower light conditions as well as the dry air of many indoor spaces is
Araucaria heterophylla (Norfolk Island pine). I
have used this small evergreen shrub more than
once as a mini-Christmas tree. The only reason I
no longer have this plant is that I ran out of space
and gave it to another plant lover who was thrilled
to acquire it!
Two of my favourite houseplants that like brighter
light are Clivia and crown-of-thorns.

If your home does not have many bright windows
one solution is to select plants for their foliage rather
than their flowers.

Sansevieria & starfish sansevieria

Clivia miniata

Claire McCaughey

Claire McCaughey
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Clivia miniata is a flowering houseplant with evergreen leaves that tolerates dry conditions and likes a
cool dormant period in the winter to flower well.
Though it prefers brighter light it will tolerate lower
light. Its beautiful orange (or more rarely yellow)
flowers give way to equally attractive red seed pods.

as gifts to friends.
This year during the pandemic, houseplants are in
demand and plant shops as well as hardware stores
and big box outlets seem to have good supplies to
choose from.

Euphorbia millii (crown-of-thorns) is a succulent with
tiny red flowers on prickly stems that flowers almost
all year round.
There are many easy-to-grow leafy green roommates that are attractive and quite easy to find. Below are four other houseplants that I would recommend.
Rhizomatous begonias are available in many cultivars with beautiful leaf patterns and colours.
Peperomia (Radiator Plant) is a small houseplant
with neat and tidy leaves, ideal for a desk.

Cacti & succulents'
Claire McCaughey

Peperomia ‘Rosso’
Susan Bicket

Tradescantia (oyster plant) is a trailing houseplant
with different leaf colours and textures.
Philodendron is another trailing houseplant with
heart-shaped leaves that looks great cascading from
a shelf. Variegated cultivars are especially appealing. Philodendrons can grow quite large over time
but are easy to propagate through cuttings to give

Killing Them with Kindness
As the days shorten and plants are brought indoors
with lower light, it is tempting to pamper them with
water and fertilizer. However, many a plant has developed problems from either too much water or fertilizer when it is not necessary. Water all houseplants less (and less often) in the winter than the
summer. Check the soil by simply pushing your finger into the soil, and if it feels dry it is time to water.
Houseplants should not be fertilized from October to
February when they are dormant or not growing.
Resume fertilizing your houseplants once they have
started growing in the spring when light levels are
higher.
Now that the outdoor garden has gone to sleep for
the winter, enjoy your indoor garden! 
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Julianne Labreche
Part of his solution seems simple enough. We need
to add more native plants to our yards. Homeowners can make a difference when it comes to protecting biodiversity.

Julianne Labreche

Timber Press , 2019
ISBN-13 : 978-0881929928
Paperback $28.66, Kindle $10.20

It’s hard to go home again. Time changes everything. Yet bringing nature home is crucial if we
want to protect North American plant and animal
species, according to American author and entomologist Douglas Tallamy. It is especially true for
species that are threatened or endangered.
Tallamy knows his topic well. A professor and chair
of the Department of Entomology and Wildlife Ecology at the University of Delaware, he has published
more than 68 research articles related to insect life
and ecology. He has also witnessed first-hand the
harm that ‘alien’ plants – in other words, nonnatives introduced from other parts of the world –
have done across North America, including on his
own ten acres of land in southeastern Pennsylvania. Invasive plant species are spreading into forests and waterways in Canada and the U.S., pushing out native plants and causing grave harm.

This is an updated, expanded version of his book,
originally written in 2007. His writing style is readable, not overly technical. In the book, he maintains
that not all plants are created equal, especially in
their ability to sustain native wildlife. Native plants
have co-evolved over time with wildlife, especially
native insects that are attracted to specific chemicals within native plants.
Most native insects are specialists, Tallamy argues.
Their palate often is limited to specific plant species.

In the biodiversity food chain, native birds require
these same insects for food, especially to feed their
young during nesting season. Protecting biodiversity requires homeowners to plant more native plants,
helping to compensate for land lost to urban sprawl
and development.
So many native plants play a critical role. Take the
mighty oak tree, for example. Oak trees, according
to Tallamy, are “the quintessential wildlife plants”.
No other plant genus supports so many species of
butterflies and moths, often hidden beneath its leafy
canopy. These insects, in turn, are a cornucopia of
plenty for different bird species that feed on them.
Acorns feed deer, raccoons, black bears, squirrels
and other wildlife. Cavities in oak trees supply nesting sites for chickadees, woodpeckers, owls, bluebirds and other birds. Simply put, the oak is a circle
of life, death and rebirth for wildlife.
Non-native plants, by contrast, sometimes are advertised as ‘pest free’ and therefore provide little
sustenance for wildlife. Birds may nest in their
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branches (especially if there are few other options)
and perhaps even eat their fruit, but insects generally are not interested in them. Without insects, bird
species dwindle. Some non-natives also can cause
real harm when they escape cultivation and spread
to natural areas. Such plants include purple loosestrife, Norway maple, English ivy, Japanese barberry, Japanese knotweed, burning bush and several
honeysuckle species.
Tallamy argues too that homeowners should consider replacing turf grass with more native plants,
including trees and the understory plants that grow
beneath them. Forty million acres of North America
are covered in lawns, a non-native monoculture that
requires heavy watering and fertilization and contributes little back to nature.
This book will inspire a serious shift in thinking for
any gardener. It has caused me to rethink which
plants will stay in my garden and which ones will
go, even though it is not always easy to find local
native plants. Plants, generally, were hard to purchase this past summer because of the pandemic.
Native plants were even harder to find.
A walk through the model backyard garden at the
Fletcher Wildlife Garden, located at the Central Experimental Farm, is a good starting point to learn
more about native plants in our region. Many are
labeled, helpful for those hoping to incorporate
more natives into their gardens.

Fletcher Wildlife Garden in autumn
Julianne Labreche

If Tallamy is right, and providing nature really can go
home again, then we need to learn more about introducing natives to our yards. The book is a wake-up
call for anyone who cares about nature. It should be
essential reading for anyone who spends any time
growing plants, no matter if you are an occasional
gardener, a weekend warrior, a master gardener or
the owner of a horticultural business. 
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This is your chance, as a reader, to suggest an idea for an article you would like to
see in Trowel Talk. Click on the button.
Facebook

Ottawa-Carleton Master Gardeners

Website

Helpline

Clinics

Facebook

Helplines - are monitored daily
Send questions and photos of garden pests, diseases or plants for Identification.

Amanda Carrigan, Ann McQuillan, Dale Odorizzi, Faith
Schmidt, Gail Labrosse, Josie Pazdzior, Judith Cox,
Julianne Labreche, Kelly Noel, Marion Runstedler, Rob
Stuart, Susan Bicket, Heather Clemenson, Rebecca
Last, Claire McCaughey, Stephanie Sleeth, Margaret
Ryan, Sheila Currie, Gillian Boyd, Mary Ann Van Berlo,
Adair Heuchan
Letters to editor: mgottawaeditor@gmail.com
Banner Photograph: Juniperus chinensis' Gold Star', Susan Bicket

Clinics

Closed

Talks and Events

We are doing some talks for Garden Clubs and Horticultural Societies using Zoom or other virtual meeting
software. Attendance is by invitation from the host organization. We are planning to offer our own series of
virtual presentations in the new year. We very much hope that we are able to resume in-person clinics at
farmers’ markets next season

Master Gardeners of Ottawa-Carleton and Master Gardeners of Lanark County are member groups of
Master Gardeners of Ontario Inc., a registered charity with the mission of providing free gardening advice
to the public.
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